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Dear Jim, C.A. 2569e70 transcript and C.A.75-226 	5/14/17 
Your judgement was corredt. We should have obtai ned this transcript, dseite the coat per page. I can see how it is ap ropriate to C.A.75-226 if we do no more than get what exists and what you can add into the current record and have it there on apeeal. 
I was u bit tirel when I read the transcript. I'd jest finished my sevond outside expedition, first earth—moving then hand mowin where the riding mower can t go, and I was still in a heavy sweat, the sweat having subsiding enough for me to keep glasses on. I may not have caught all of it. 

The record in that case is better than I d thought. (lesell was just out to screw me. His decision is based on the fiction that an 'Official exhibit is not a record. I think I met the evodentiat requirementsof a record not only in the various and excessive papers I filed but in oral argument where I read the of icial transcript in which they are made exhibits. Not the idelk pictures but the actual clothing. I pointed out furthee than when they were deposited in the Archibes they were identified by these official exhibit numbers. 
The record I made prior to this hearing does include the then regulations. I have Ant been able to find my  orpy. I know it is in 

does specify that in lieu of personal examination pictures will be 
the prevailing omit. Not show — given as prints. I recall that d.  had foued my copy and wanted to give it to eesell but he was short take it or listen to it. 

The Archives has not provided it. I have asked for that official record, a published record, undee FOIA relatively recent/y. You have the records on this. 
(Dud should have a copy. I gave hie copies of everythin in that case.) 
I have also made :NIA request for the pictures taken for me and been refused. I've exhabstod my remedies. Here also you have the records. 
I as not inclined to aeree wite you where before I din not, that the little time and cost required by filing an action now is well worth it. If only as aeeendeees in 226. But ask for both the applicable regulation and the pictures. If you can join the DJ, against which 1  loviod no request on thie, fine. They 'fere custodians of the actual record, i.e. the clothing. I've Also asked for all records of any investigation of the destruction of the tie evidence. It would also be very helpful if and when I got to Dallas for afeidavits to supely in 226. :pith this yea will get my today's letter to aeuo, who has written me about this again. Right now I'm inclined to think the Gainer the better. 
As 11) now recall it I went to eone trouble to build an evidentiary base in the eesell case. Thin included three—dimension objects as records. They are and I put official records into evidence to eatablich this 

The oral argument is, I think, better than I recall it so beine. e.y strongest recol ection is of my  nervousness. Next frustration that Resell would not consider any records that were not in favor of the government's argument. But imegene him in effect holding that CBS could take pictures and they did not have to let me have conies. Pretty rue. 
Gesell wee: even willing to read into the contract what was not there. I'm satisfied that Leaked him to read what ho omitted, the limitation of refusal of access to "prevent undigele fied or sensational use." I think I made a record showing thin was imposeible with the pictures I asked for. But what this oral argument does not hold is the regulation of the Archives requiring than to give me pictures if I pay there posted prices. That is important and because of this records I think should be in the complaint if you file owe. i.y reference to this an:: to what -I' had already put ie.to the record is on 9. On this page Gesell tried to rewrite the Act. Eliminating copies. end this, toe, I had in the record. ". 
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